Introduction
Phonetically motivated words have always represented rather a tricky issue for translatology.
Although recognised as language universals, these linguistic units still can bear remarkable cultural and phonetic differences and are Until nowadays there is some very scarce volume of scientific works dealing with problem of translation of sound motivated units generally.
In the Turkish language, these units are basically viewed as the part of the problem of reduplication (Koca E., 2008 
2011)
In this classification the researches, following The first group includes sound imitative verbs formed from: a) primary sound imitative roots: ağla-"to cry", vızla-"to buzz", haykır-"to exclaim"; b) primary reduplicated sound imitative roots: hır hır et-"to wheeze", mızmızlan-"to whine"; c) secondary sound imitative roots: horulda-"to snore"; cıpıla-"to splash", ınıla-"to sing", kakıldaş-"to cluck"; d) secondary reduplicated sound imitative roots: hopur hopur hopla-"to jump impatiently", zangır zangır titre-"to shake", cırım cırım et-"to break apart";
The second group consists of sound imitative words derived from: a) primary sound imitative roots: bağırgan "a crybaby, whiner", cılbık "liquid sloshing mud", badrak "bully"; b) secondary sound imitative roots: carıltı "light noise", şapıldak "chatterbox", cakıldak "gossiper" (H. Zülfikar, 1995).
As we see, iconic elements in Turkish have a dramatically large number of word-formation ways and represent a highly productive word's cluster (as H. Zülfikar claims) and, thus, require various tactics while converting them into another language.
Seemingly untranslatable
Until recently researchers have tended to view iconic elements as untranslatable ones. This fact was directly connected with the way the term Therefore, "a dictionary equivalent, being the standard form for imitating a certain kind of sound, is the adequate way of translating regular sound imitations" (Bartashova, 2011) .
One more translation strategy basing on phonosemantics methodology was proposed by N.M. Yermakova in her work dedicated to phonosemantic parallels in translation. She also followed the strategy of phonosemantic analyses.
As it was mentioned in the theoretical part of the study, translation equivalents may be as follows: sound imitative equivalent of the same phonotype as the original; sound imitative equivalent of other phonotype than the source one and, finally, the equivalent of non-imitative nature (N. M. Yermakova, 1993) . This strategy may be applied to sound symbolic elements as well.
In case no sound symbolic equivalent can be found, there are still some ways to render them into another language. The strategy was introduced by M.Flyxe, who considers the following ways of transformation: by an adverb, by paraphrase or by simply omitting the iconic element in the target language.
Although it is preferable to preserve the iconicity, it should be taken into account that the stylistic norms regarding iconicity and imitations vary from language to language. Whereas the usage of iconic elements in standard language in some countries can be a complete norm and is even desirable in literature language, it can be barely acceptable for other languages.
In English reduplicated onomatopes can be referred to the sound like a baby talk and, thus, 
Translating Turkish literature
The further discussion is to show how the above mentioned strategies can be performed on Thus, translator managed to convey the original meaning fully. However, this paraphrasis does not preserve sound imitative aspect.
Conclusion

Despite significant differences between
Turkish and English, the present paper has shown some possible ways to solve the problem of translatability of iconic elements in this language pair.
As it was shown, translation should not be performed automatically by simply finding a dictionary equivalent. Pnonosemantics methodology is to be used when dealing with iconicity.
Although we tried to throw some light on translation of Turkish iconic elements, there is still a strong sense that we have barely scratched the surface and further scientific studies are highly desirable.
